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House Resolution 803

By: Representatives Thomas of the 21st, Jasperse of the 11th, Ballinger of the 23rd, Ridley of

the 22nd, and Carson of the 46th 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Captain Jim Lindenmayer; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, during his tenure as a service officer at American Legion Post 45, Captain Jim2

Lindenmayer has significantly contributed to the welfare of veterans in this state and3

dedicated innumerable hours of his time and energy toward overseeing the facility's4

operations; and5

WHEREAS, Captain Lindenmayer gained his vital organizational skills during his service6

as a guardian of this nation's freedom and liberty with the United States Armed Forces, where7

he managed 175 personnel and learned the importance of proper decision-making; and8

WHEREAS, his work at the Legion, a national organization composed mainly of Korean,9

Vietnam, and Gulf War-era veterans, serves to improve the image of the veteran and increase10

access to assistance for veterans; and11

WHEREAS, his role as the director of the Cherokee County Homeless Veteran Program12

stands as further testament to his profound dedication to addressing and mitigating the13

struggles faced by veterans, ensuring they have access to essential resources such as housing14

and medical care; and15
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WHEREAS, through his efforts to foster camaraderie and mutual understanding among16

veterans of various ages and branches, Captain Lindenmayer works to combat the challenges17

faced by veterans returning to civilian life and provide better support systems; and18

WHEREAS, his leadership and advocacy have not only significantly impacted the lives of19

veterans in this state but also set a high standard for service and community engagement,20

inspiring others to recognize and support the sacrifices made by those who have served our21

nation; and22

WHEREAS, his selfless actions and service stand as a shining tribute to the strength of23

human spirit and willpower, and it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding24

accomplishments of this remarkable and distinguished American be appropriately25

recognized.  26

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that27

the members of this body recognize and commend Captain Jim Lindenmayer for his many28

outstanding contributions on behalf of his fellow citizens and extend the most sincere best29

wishes for continued health and happiness.30

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized31

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to32

Captain Jim Lindenmayer.33
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